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With subsequent additions and adjustments 

 

Chapter 6: Orchestrated Actions… against State’s Interests 

Chronology: 

30 Jan. – Mar. 2013: Stage-managed attack on BEM aimed at diminishing its value and attractiveness, 

creation of a public perception and hysteria that BEM has big problems. Later on, it turned out that 

BEM is the only bank capable of surviving such orchestrated attacks. And it’s “undercapitalization” is 

artificial and controlled, including by some state’s institutions.  

Feb.-Mar. 2013: draft law on BEM’s capitalization (elaborated and coordinated by the National 

Financial Stability Committee and IMF/WB partners), was submitted to Parliament and then blocked in 

the Commission of Economy, Budget and Finance.  

Feb. – Jun. 2013: Special commission on BEM (Mr Reidman) with a chairman and its members being in 

conflict of interests and with group interests in this bank. The goal of this Commission and its chairman 

was to cover-up the scenarios deployed at BEM since 2005 and to erase Reidman’s role as a mentor of 

all that happened at BEM during 2005-2012.  

21 Jun. 2013: the closed hearing of Reidman’s “report”, which aimed to limit the government’s options 

and to give a go to the government towards satisfying the political and group interest. In fact, this 

report is a political cover for devaluating state’s stock of shares and to diminish its role as a majority 

shareholder. 

21 Jun. 2013: Ministry of Economy submitted (without any opinion from Ministry of Finance and 
without latter’s endorsement) and the government approved the Decision #414 (published on the very 
date of 25 Jun. 2013) on approving the Regulation regarding the attraction of investments into 
companies with public or public-private capital, as a needed platform to “legalize” a few actions that 
followed.  
 
21 Jun. 2013: The report of the WB mission on financial sector – ”authorities should… urgently reach a 
political consensus on BEM’s state driven recapitalization …”.  
 
25 Jun. 2013: IMF’s statement on the conclusion of the visit to Moldova – ”The rehabilitation of Banca 

de Economii requires a substantial capital increase, followed by strengthening of its management, and 

subsequent privatization through an open and transparent process”.  

26 Jun. 2013: publication (?!?) of Reidman’s “report” which discussed in a closed session (by MPs 

alone). http://m.noi.md/md/news/24106  

21 Jun. – 2 Jul.: media campaign to publicize the option imposed by Reidman’s commission and to 

show the direction where-to the government “should” be heading. 

28 Jun. 2013: immediately after the publication of Reidman’s “report” the minority shareholders 

submitted their ”offer” (as of 27 Jun. 2013) for pushing the State out of BEM’s majority shareholders.  



01 Jul. și 02 Jul. 2013: the opinion of the Ministry of Economy and of the Public Property Agency, 

subordinated to the Ministry of Economy, is asked with respect to the “offer” that came from minority 

shareholders. 

02 Jul. 2013: a confidential letter from the Minister of Finance to the government with a request to 

urgently hold the session of the National Committee for Financial Stability, during which decisions to 

be taken in order to ensure a state driven recapitalization at BEM. No reaction. Added: the reaction 

came later on, on August 7, 2013 (attached at the end), when already all the things have been taken 

care of. And the reference to the Law #121, or better to say to the amendments which were supposed 

to be enacted later, on August 24, is irrelevant. 

12 Jul. 2013, Friday, late night: the Parliament of Moldova adopts in its last meeting within that 

session, a number of amendments to the Law #121-XVI On Administration and Divestiture of Public 

Property, amendments which were supposed to give in the following days a legal justification to the 

illegalities happening with State’s majority stock. These amendments came into force on August 24, 

2013. 

12 Jul. 2013, Fri: Extraordinary general shareholders’ meeting at BEM, during which the state is left 

with only 2 out of 5 representatives in the council, while still having a majority stock of 56.1%, for the 

time being. 

15 Jul. 2013, Mon: NBM legalized/confirmed (after a hard work over the weekend) the new 

composition of the Administrative Council, where Mr M. Hâncu becomes chairman.   

15 Jul. 2013, same day: Public Property Agency from the Ministry of Economy expressed its agreement 

on the increase of BEM’s equity through an additional closed shock issuance, against cash, provided 

that State mandatorily keeps a blocking stock package (at least 33,3(3)%+1 share), as per decision of 

the Contest Commission.”  The amended Law #121 was not yet enacted, and the recently approved 

Government Decision #414 (on June 21, 2013, published on June 25 in Monitorul Oficial) applied 

towards the BEM case could not be used at that time without the provisions stipulated in the Law 

#121 and which came into force later on, after August 24, 2013. 

15 Jul. 2013, same day: BEM’s Administrative Council took a decision to call an extraordinary 

shareholders’ meeting on August 2, to be held by extension (!) ”regarding the increase of BEM’s 

equity through an additional closed stock issuance”. Obviously, with no participation from state… 

because the parliament is on leave and cannot approve a budget amendment providing for an 

allocation of needed resources. Purposely or not, but the letter informing about that arrived to MoF 

and to Public Property Agency on the next day, July 16, and it was dated as July 16… 

30 Jul. 2013: a letter from MoF goes to the so called Commission, chaired by the vice-minister of 

economy, in which it is shown the position towards the attempt to eliminate the State from the 

majority shareholder at BEM. A government decision is requested in this regard.  

30 Jul. 2013: MP I. Dodon made a request, asking for information about BEM, minutes and relevant 

materials pertaining to the position of the representatives in the Administrative Council at the moment 

when the decision to increase BEM’s capital was taken. MP points out that there is a risk of losing 

state’s control over BEM. Here it should be noted, that this way, by using this request, the MP 

negotiated with some people the halting of a penal action initiated by the Prosecutor General. The 



notification about the cancellation of this action came on August 2, 2013, i.e. a few days after MP’s 

request, and the MP subsequently did not insist after that upon getting the requested information. 

Factual information is not attached, because it relates to another situation/case. 

1 Aug. 2013: a minority group of shareholders signs with state’s representatives a sort of agreement 

by which they undertake to capitalize the BEM. Among signatories there are at least 3 off-shore 

companies. 

2 Aug. 2013:  General Shareholders Meeting decides to increase BEM’s capital without state’s 

participation, i.e. State de jure is losing (with State’s support) the majority stock in favor of a group of 

minority shareholders… just like it happened in 1995… 

7 Aug. 2013:  The delayed reply from the Government to Ministry of Finance’s request finally arrives to 

MoF. An irrelevant, sterile, and useless answer. All arrangements for ensuring state’s non-participation 

to BEM’s capitalization have already been made. Illegally! 

29 Aug. 2013:  is the deadline for subscription to the issued stock. Obviously the State does not 

participate to the subscription, while other minority shareholders are deprived from the possibility to 

make a subscription. Only one “minority” subscribes – the one who signed the so called “Soglashenie” 

(Agreement) from August 1, 2013. The period of holidays was chosen on purpose, in order to get rid of 

other minority shareholders.  

All actions and decisions taken and approved by any institution, commission, etc. of 

the State – were illegal, if happened before August 24, 2013, when the legal 

“coverage” was enacted, i.e. the amendments to the Law #121, done at midnight by 

the Parliament. 

One can see an efficient collaboration between BEM’s “minority” shareholders, having 

a taste towards devaluation of the State, and those who represent the State (just 

nominally) in various governmental and legislative bodies, who in fact are ensuring 

the legal and normative framework, even if this is done post-factum, in order to 

reduce suspicions.  

Nobody could take decisions, sign acts, agreements, and other regarding the decrease 

of State’s share in BEM’s equity, without having the corresponding decision approved 

by the Government.   

 

Finita la comedia 

P.S. Who is, still, the final beneficiary? It needs more some time to pass… 

  



 

         



 

  



TRANSLATION: 

Letter from the Minister V. Negruta to the PM I. Leanca, dated Jul-2. 
 
MoF considers as appropriate the increase of BEM's equity through an additional issue of ordinary nominative 
stock, having voting rights. As per BEM's estimates, 350m lei are needed in order to ensure a 
minimal capital of 200m lei at Jan-1, 2014. 
 
In the context of BEM's equity increase, MoF says that they elaborated a draft law for amending the 2013 budget 
law for the purpose of allocating 200m lei for BEM's capital increase. This draft is in the parliament now. If this 
draft is accepted by the parliament, provided that the minority shareholders contribute with 50m lei, then BEM 
would be able to come back to normal regime of activity. 
 
MoF also mentions that as per conclusion of the subcommittee of the National Financial Stability Committee from 
Feb-6, 2013, the ioncrease in capital could also be done via a deposit of Treasury securities, however this would 
need an amendment of the Law on Financial Institutions, if NBM accepts this approach in principle. 
 
MoF then refers to our Concluding Statement, but then they say that during the discussions with IMF there was 
discussed a scenario when the minorities would not agree with contribute together with the 
state, hence NBM could impose this decision through a process of special administration, during which the 
shareholders would be given the possibility to increase capital (and no agreement from minoritiy shareholders 
would be needed then). 
 
Then MoF says that hsi subject was also discussed with the WB during May 20-24 during their TA mission on 
BEM's restructuring. Their AM (Jun-21, 2013) also called upon a urgent political consensus on state driven 
recapitalization of BEM. 
 
MoF also says that this topic was discussed with the DG ECFIN (Jun-27) who expressed concern over BEM's 
capitalization and said that they support IMF's recommendations on this. 
 
On Jun-28, 2013 MoF received a request from a group of BEM's shareholders to examine an option when state 
refuses it's preemption reght during a new stick issuance, so that other shareholder could benefit from this right 
and as a result the state would remain with 1/3 of voting shares + 1 share. At the same time, a subordinated loan 
could be granted, or a purchase of some non-perfoming assets. MoF would like to mention, however, that such a 
scenario of bank's privatization would be less transparent, hence the consequences to be born accordingly. 
 
In the context of the above mentioned, and taking into consideration the recommendsations of the parliamentary 
commission on BEM which offered 3 options (o/w BEM's nationalization and increase of capital of BEM's debtors 
- state enterprises - who have non-performing loans at this bank with a view to repay these loans) seem less 
feasible. The third option, namely to give the control to a private investor keeping the blocking package in state's 
hands, has probably served as a basis for the request submitted by minortity shareholders - MoF thinks that it's 
needed to call upon a meeting of the National Financial Stability Committee where the situation in BEM should be 
discussed, as well as the next steps to be taken in these cormustances. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 



 

  



 



 



 



 

 

 

 

 

  



Concluding Statement of the IMF Mission to the Republic of Moldova 
June 25, 2013 

An International Monetary Fund (IMF) mission for the sixth reviews under the Extended Credit Facility/Extended 
Fund Facility (ECF/EFF) arrangements with Moldova led by Nikolay Gueorguiev visited Chişinău during 
November 7–21.   

A staff team from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) visited Chişinău during June 19-24 to discuss recent 
economic developments and policies. The mission would like to thank the Moldovan authorities and technical 
staff for a warm welcome and constructive dialogue.   

After a shallow contraction in 2012, driven by a severe drought and weak external environment, Moldova’s 
economy shows clear signs of recovery. In the first quarter of 2013, real GDP grew by 3½ percent supported by 
healthy expansion of exports, remittances, and industrial production. Combined with the anticipated rebound in 
agriculture in the second half of the year, real GDP growth is projected to reach 4 percent in 2013. Alongside, 
inflation is expected to remain within the target range of the National Bank of Moldova (NBM), while the current 
account deficit could widen slightly on account of rising domestic demand.    

Moldova’s recent three-year IMF-supported program largely achieved its main objectives, notwithstanding the 
non-completion of the last program review. Key accomplishments include significantly reducing the budget 
deficit, keeping inflation in check, rebuilding international reserves, and preserving financial stability. Alongside, 
structural reforms in several areas—such as energy, education, social assistance, and the financial sector—have 
advanced markedly. These policies helped Moldova recover strongly from the 2009 recession, reduced its 
vulnerability to adverse economic shocks, and set the stage for robust economic growth.  

However, some recent developments and policy initiatives put these gains at risk. In particular, the planned 
radical makeover of taxation in agriculture would create a number of serious economic, social, and fiscal 
problems; the re-opening of loopholes in the value-added tax regime would weaken tax collection; and the ad-hoc 
increase in pensions and salary hikes for public dignitaries will strain budget resources. The mission advises 
against the introduction of the single tax in agriculture and recommends that the other measures be reconsidered 
or offset within the envelope of an affordable budget.  

Furthermore, a number of challenges in the banking sector need to be addressed. The rehabilitation of Banca de 
Economii requires a substantial capital increase, followed by strengthening of its management, and subsequent 
privatization through an open and transparent process. In addition, recent disputes in the banking sector 
underscore the need for comprehensive enforcement of the recently adopted shareholder transparency and 
suitability requirements, as well as protection of property rights in banks. In this context, speedy implementation 
of the ongoing judicial reform is crucial.   

The mission urges the authorities to safeguard the hard-won macroeconomic and financial stability by addressing 
these concerns and continuing on the path of economic reforms. We remain available for further policy 
discussions on these and other matters.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

TRANSLATION: 

Letter from Minister of Finance to the Ministry of Economy, Jul-1, 2013 

The Ministry of Finance, as the authority which administers the state property in BEM in accordance with the 

Cession Contract #11/06 from Feb-10, 2010, and being guided by the provisions of the latter, is hereby 

requesting the opinion of the Ministry of Economy toward the request of a group of shareholders of BEM. 

Attached – 2 pages. 

 

  



 

 



 

 

  



 

 

 

 

TRANSLATION: 

Letter from Emma Tabirta, NBM’s vicegovernor, to the Minister of Finance 

In accordance with the provisions of the MoU on exchange of information and some measures for BEM’s 

administration, the National Bank of Moldova is hereby informing you that on Jul-15, 2013 we confirmed Mrs 

Angela Voronin and Mr Mihail Hincu as members of BEM’s Council. 

 

  



 

 

TRANSLATION: 

Letter from the Public Property Agency to the Ministry of Finance 

Letter says that PPA examined MoF's letter abt state's shares in BeM, and their reply is that PPA agrees with the increase of 
BeM's equity through an additional issuance of stock, for cash, but mandatorily keeping state's blocking stock ratio (at least 
33.3%+1 share), as per decision of the contest commission. Given the lack of funds from state's part for participating in the 
stock increase, PPA, as state's stockholder, agrees to fully renounce from the preemption right on the additional stock 
issuance. 
  



 



 
  



 
TRANSLATION: 

Letter from MoF’s Vice-minister V. Barbaneagra to the Contest Commission, dated Jul-30. 
 
MoF considers that the decision of the Contest Commission regarding the additional closed issuance of BEM’s shares, with no 
state’s participation, but keeping state's blocking stock package (at least 33.3%+1 share); the allocation from minority 
shareholders of a subordinated loan amounting to 600m lei to the bank; and the buy-out of non-performing loans and collateral 
amounting to not less than 300m lei by minority shareholders (as per decision #34 of the meeting held on Jul-11) – is not 
sufficient in order to take such a decision with respect to non participation of state in the closed issuance of stock at BEM. 
In this context, and given that BEM is a financial institution having a strategic and systemic importance for the financial market, 
as well as given the wide discussions internationally on this matter, MoF considers that it is needed to examine and discuss 
BEM’s issue at the government level, with a subsequent decision to be taken on this matter.”  



 

 

 
  



 



 



 



 



 
 


